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1. INTRODUCTION 
Theories involving anticommuting variables are usual in contemporary 
theoretical and mathematical physics. A global formulation of such theories 
can be coherently given by the use of graded manifolds [ 11. In this 
framework many geometrical structures find a natural extension. Such is 
the case, for instance, of Hamiltonian mechanics described by means of a 
symplectic structure [ 1, 21. 
It is remarkable, however, that up to now a systematic discussion about 
the meaning of the equations of motion is lacking. To be more explicit, in a 
Hamiltonian theory we have a procedure to deduce a Hamiltonian “vector 
field”-which in this case is a derivation of the graded algebra A(M)-once 
we are given an element HE A(M,). But it is not clear in what should con- 
sist the “integration” of such derivation. 
The purpose of this paper is to produce a critical discussion of this point 
and to prove a graded analogue of the classical existence theorem of 
integral curves of a vector field. 
In ordinary differential geometry the distributions of vector fields and the 
related Frobenius theorem can be considered a higher-dimensional exten- 
sion of the case of a single vector field [3]. We are going to prove that a 
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similar situation also holds for graded manifolds and an adapted coor- 
dinate system can be found for involutive distributions of derivations that 
satisfy an appropriate additional condition. 
Since even a meager resume of the principal definitions and results on 
graded manifolds would occupy many pages, we refer to the complete 
exposition of Ref. [l] for ail the necessary background on graded 
manifolds. However, our results are local in nature and can be understood 
in terms of a purely local theory. 
2. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON GRADED MANIFOLDS 
An action of the additive group [w on a manifold M determines a vector 
field X which is tangent to each orbit of R on M. Conversely, the fun- 
damental theorem of ordinary differential equations implies that any vector 
field X on M can be locally integrated and determines a local action of Iw 
on M. 
The purpose of this section is to show that the relation between action 
and derivations can be coherently extended to a graded manifold (M, A). 
Denoting by C”(R)* and A(M)* the coalgebras of the distributions with 
finite support on C”(R) and A(M), respectively, an action t of [w on 
(M, A) is determined by a map [ 1 ] 
u@w+u.w: Cc(lR)*@A(M)*+A(M)* (2.1) 
such that 
(i) A(M)* is a C”(R)*-module, 
(ii) the map (2.1) is a coalgebra morphism, i.e., 
where 
d(u)= Cu;@u: 
(2.2) 
A indicating the appropriate diagonal map. 
As A(M)* and A(M) are nonsingularly paired, the action determined by 
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(2.1) is equivalently described by an action of 0% on the sections of the sheaf 
(M, A), referred to as the coaction [ 11. This is defined by 
(W,U.f)=<S(U).w,f) (2.3) 
wherefEA(M), WE A(M)*, UE C”(R)* and s denotes the antipode map of 
P(R)*. In particular, with respect to the algebra structure of A(M), we 
have 
u.fg= c (ul.f)(ui’. g). 
We can now establish a first result. 
PROPOSITION. Each action z of R on (M, A) determines a derivation 
4 E (Der A(M)),, given by 
(wLf>= -($w,f). (2.4) 
Moreover, if z’ is another action of R on (M, A) determining 5 by the for- 
mula (2.4), then z’ = z. 
Proof: The relation (2.4) determines an endomorphism of A(M) of zero 
Z,-degree. We must simply prove that 5 is a derivation. Using the 
definitions of the coalgebra structures for A(M)* and Cm(M)* and the 
relation (2.3), we have 
where we used the fact that d/dt is a primitive element with respect to the 
unity 6, of the Hopf algebra C”(R)*. 
The second statement is a trivial consequence of the fact that when a 
representation of a Lie algebra exponentiates to a representation of the 
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connected component of the unity of the corresponding group, then the 
latter is unique. 1 
As in the theory of the ordinary vector fields, the converse of the above 
proposition can only be given a local meaning. Hence, for any point x E M, 
we can consider a coordinate neighborhood U with local coordinates 
(xl,..., .I?; s, ,..., s,*) in which any element f E A(U) can be expanded as 
f = fo(x’,..., x”) + c c I~k<nl<u,<“‘<rrk<n 
. f”’ yx’,..., xrn) s,, . . s,,. (2.5) 
Similarly, any derivation 5 E (Der A ( U)), reads 
We can identify the function factor containing xl,..., x”’ with CX( U) and 2 
with its projection K’. Therefore u’, IY”“‘~~, p, f”’ ..ak, and czil--‘Oxki~ are 
smooth functions on the codomain of their arguments. 
Let now 
be the vector field on U obtained by projecting the derivation 4 and let 
@: Z,, x I/-+ U be its local flow on an open neighborhood V of X, I, being 
the interval ( -E, E), E > 0. 
The existence of @ is equivalent to the existence of a family 6’t of algebra 
isomorphisms 
for any t, s, t + s E I,, given by 
As the concept of “point of a graded manifold” is not defined, it is 
meaningless to search for a counterpart of the local flow @ for the 
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derivation 5. However, we claim that it is possible to associate to any 
derivation a family of isomorphisms 0, analogous to 6!. 
THEOREM 1. Let <E (Der A(U)), andx~ U. Let @: Z, x V-+ U be a local 
flow of the vector field c on U. Then there exists a family {a,} f 6 IS of graded 
algebra isomorphisms 
for any s, t, t + s E I,, such that 
(i) o(t +s) = a(t) C(S), o(O) = identity, 
(ii) (Wt)a,f llcs = -tffor anyf EN@,(V)). 
Moreover if (r~;}~~~, is another family with the same properties of { or)rtl,, 
then ai = cr, for any t E I, CT Z,. 
Remark. In (ii) we mean 
a 
z o,f 
=lirn o,f -a,f 
I=&$ 1-s t-s . 
As a,f EN@,(V) and o,f EN@,(V), m order to give a meaning to the 
right-hand side of the above definition we must consider the restrictions of 
0, f and c, f to A(@,( V) n GS( V)). The sheaf property of A is then used to 
reconstruct the left-hand side on the whole @,V( V). 
To simplify notations we assume that U is identified to its image in R” 
by a local chart. By ordering the basis of the exterior factor generated by 
(s 1 ,...1 s,) according to the length of the products of odd generators, we 
may identify any f E A( U) with the smooth map 
associating to each (xl,..., xm) E U the values of the components off in the 
expansion (2.5): 
.w )...) x-“) = (jyd ,...) x”), f 1(x1 )...) P) ,...) 
f 12(x1 )...) xrn) )..., f 12---yx1 )...) P)). 
The same holds for S with g = [$ 
The set A(U) of the functions fconstitutes an algebra with the product 
f* g=iT if h = fg. 
Let now consider the space C’(Z, x U, R’“) of the smooth maps 
F: Z, x U + [w’“. For each fixed t E Z the map F(t; xl,..., .P) is an element 
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of A(U) that we denote by -6. The space C” (I, x U, [w”) becomes an 
algebra with the product 
(F* G)(t; x1,..., .P) = J(x’,..., x”) * g;(x’,..., xrn), 
We finally define 
(EF)(t; Xl)..., x”) = &(X”...) srn) if g, = ir.f,. 
Z is a derivation of the algebra (C’=(Z, x U, R’“), *), whose expression can 
be calculated from (2.5) and (2.6), i.e., 
. Fh ... L2k U,“‘fJr 
E,,,...czr+lh,...X,-.-b,~ Zk’ (2.7) 
In (2.7) 8;: is the Kronecker symbol and the matrix e$:.:; is the sign of 
the permutation, if de.. . fis a permutation of ab . . c, otherwise it vanishes. 
The notation 6, is used to mean the omission of bi and Fh1”‘hr-2k = P when 
2k = r. 
On I, x U we consider the linear system of P.D.E. 
i7F 
Ft=- 
ZF. (2.8) 
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LEMMA 1. Let W = {(t, x) E Z, x U 1 x E @,( V) >. Then the Cauchy 
problem for (2.8) with initial condition 
F(s; XI,..., x”) = f(xl,..., xrn) 
on @,( V) admits a unique solution F, E Cm( W, R2”) for any f E A(@,( V)). 
Proof: Considering the expansion of the system (2.8) according to (2.7), 
we can decompose (2.8) in the (n + 1) sets of equations obtained by 
isolating in the left-hand side of (2.8) aF/at, the components whose indices 
have a definite length p. The O-length equation is 
aP at + 22(x',..., xrn) g = 0, (2.9) 
which can be immediately integrated in W giving 
P(t; x1 ,...) xrn) = @*l+,P(s; x1 )...) xrn) = P,+,J”(X )...) xrn) 
where @ is again the flow of the vector field z. It is then easy to realize that 
the p-length set of equations involves only unknown components of F of 
length less than or equal to p. This fact allows one to solve the system by 
recurrence. Indeed, suppose we have solved the equations up to the 
(p - 1 )-length on W. Then the p-length set of equations is of the form 
c A;; :::@; xl,..., xm) 
I<b,< ... <bp<n 
.Fbl...bp+ C”‘..-“r(t; x’,..., xm) (2.10) 
where the inhomogeneous term C“..+(f; xl,..., xm) is obtained by sub- 
stituting the known expressions of F”““‘q(t; xl,..., xm) with q< p. As (2.10) 
is a linear system with the same principal part, it can be reduced, by using 
the characteristics, to the system of Q.D.E. [4] 
At 
z” 
dx’ 
- = d(xl,..., xrn) 
dz 
&PI up 
-= 
dt c 
A;;:::@; x1,..., xm) 
,<b,< .-. <b+n 
. f’bl..‘bp+ C”l’-~“qpx ,..,, xm). 
(2.11) 
The first two equations of (2.11) give again the integral curves of f. Sub- 
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stituting the solutions obtained into the third set of equations, this becomes 
a linear system that admits a unique global solution with prescribed initial 
conditions Fw”“up(~; xl,..., x”) = ~l”‘ap(~~‘,..., x”) in the domain of 
existence of its coefficients [S]. The set of equations up to p-length is then 
solved and the lemma is proved. 1 
Proofof Theorem 1. LetfEA(@,(V))anddenotebyf,+,EA(@,+,(V)) 
the element represented by 
~+,(x’,..., x”)=F(t +s;x’,..., .xm) 
F being the solution of the system (2.8) corresponding to the initial con- 
dition F(s; xl,..., x”) = f(x’,..., xm) on Q,(V). We define 
a,f =f,+,. 
The family of the maps 
fulfills the requirement of the theorem. Indeed rr, is linear, bijective, and 
satisfies the condition (ii). Moreover, as E is independent of t, the unicity of 
the solutions of (2.8) implies (i). We only have to prove that crl is an 
algebra morphism. 
Let F and G be two solutions of (2.8). The product F * G is bilinear and 
z is a derivation of ( Cz( W, R’“), *), so that 
~(F*G)=E*G+F*~= -{(~F)*G+G*(zF)}= -~F*G). 
Therefore F * G is a solution of (2.8) and this implies that 
3. ADAPTED C~~RDIATE SYSTEMS FOR GRADED DISTRIBUTIONS 
We begin by proving a result on the normal form of derivations of zero 
Z-degree. 
THEOREM 2. Let r E Der A(U)),, x, E U, and r(x,) # 0. Then there 
exists a coordinate neighborhood V of x0 and a coordinate system (y’,..., y”‘; 
zl ,..., z,) on V such that 
il ,, = (ii/fYy’). 
Proof: Let [ be expressed by (2.6) and let C( U ) be the unique function 
factor containing (xl,..., xm). The transition to a new function factor is 
determined by a change of even coordinates 
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We can assume that U is a coordinate neighborhood with coordinates 
(x’; s,) as in Section 2. The proof of the theorem splits into the following 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Let 5 E (Der A( U)),, x0 E U, and r(x,,) # 0. Then there exists 
a neighborhood V of x0 and a function factor C,(V) on V which is 
t-invariant, i.e., 
tIYfEC5(V forany fEC;(V. 
This is certainly an invertible transformation, as the C’” projection of its 
Jacobian matrix is the Kronecker 6. The function factor determined by (Xi) 
is then l-invariant if and only if 
where g’ E Ca( IP). 
xi= gy?,..., X”) (3.2) 
As computations are performed in C(U), the validity of (3.2) can be 
checked by means of the Taylor expansion obtained by inserting (3.1) in 
g’(X’,..., X”), 
g’(~~’ )...) 2”) = g’(x’...., ad x”) + 2 (xl,..., Xrn)Vi 
+ &--s& (xl,..., xrn) v”j2 
where 
+ ... +’ 
p! ax ilaf’axjD (xl,..., xy v”““P . (3.3) 
$1 lq = 
c c 
hilal”.azk (xl,..., xrn) s,, . . . SOZk 
2 < 2k < n I < u, < < azk < n > 
. . . . . 
( 
c c hjp’.‘l...uz(~l,..., xm) s,~ . . . s,~ > 
(3.4) 
2 < 2k < n 1 < aI < .. < azk < n 
and the sum stops at p with 2p < n. 
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Evaluating 5 on X’ we get 
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Comparing (3.3) and (3.5), Eq. (3.2) can be decomposed according to 
the different lengths of the products of S, ,..., s,, as in the proof of Lemma 1. 
The zero-length equation gives 
gyx’,..., x”) = u’(x’,..., xrn) 
so that, in order to solve Eq. (3.2), the functions h’Ui”‘“*k must satisfy the 
linear system of P.D.E. 
c c 
(-I)‘-’ 
I~h,<...<b2k~*,~ni=1,2k~2r (2r+ l)! (2k-2r)! 
.C(‘l...c~,+~hjhl...h2k~2rEnl;:;q2k 
bz <I <z,+,b,...h,...h2kmr 
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(3.6) 
with 1 d j<m, 1 <a, < ... <azk 6n, 2<k<n. Moreover (~:““‘p)~““~~~ 
indicates the component of v”““palong s,, “‘s,,. Notice that (v’l.. ‘P)~““@~ 
involves the functions 15~~““~~~ with r < k, equality holding for p = 1. 
As in the case of the system (2.8), (3.6) splits into sets of equations for 
each length of the multiindices a, . . . azk of the functions t~‘“l”‘“~~. Each set 
of equations involves only hirr”“u2r with r < k. As F(x,) # 0 the vector field 
r= ~‘(a/a.x~) can be locally integrated on a neighborhood V of x0 and there 
exists a submanifold S of V transversal to the integral curves. 
We can now solve the system (3.6) on V in the same way used for the 
solution of (2.8) and imposing the Cauchy condition 
h /~‘l..-oai(.x’ ,..., xm)=O on S, 2 d 2k 6 n. 
Finally, the unique function factor C,(V) containing (XI,..., X”) and 
determined by (3.1) when substituting the solution hj”l”‘U2k satisfies the 
requirement of the lemma. 1 
COROLLARY. If r(x,) # 0 there exists a neighborhood V of x0 and an even 
coordinate system (y’,..., y”) on V such that 
with f, EAT. 
Proof. The derivation 4 leaves invariant C(U) if and only if it is of the 
form 
5 = c d(x’,..., x”Nqw + c fa(wkI). i= 1.m a = 1.n 
As Xi= l,m [u’(xo)I’>O, we can change the coordinates in an appropriate 
V and give < the form (3.7). 1 
Remark. The condition c(x,) #O cannot in general be avoided. A 
clarifying example is given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 3. Let 5 E (Der A( U)),, x0 E U, and r(x,) #O. Then there exists 
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a coordinate neighborhood V of x,, and an odd coordinate system (z, ,..., z,,) 
on V such that 
5 1 r,Z, = 0, a= 1 ,..., n. (3.8) 
Proof. From the corollary we can find on V a set (y’,..., .v”) of even 
coordinates such that x0 = (O,..., 0) and 
5 Iv=(WY’)+ c c c 
1~2k+l~nl~u,<---<a~k+,~nh=l.n 
Cl;lr’a2k+lS ..‘S 
0, a2k+,(w%). 
We look for a change of the odd coordinates of the form 
- c wish + 1 *a c M,bl .+k+9h, “‘.s&+, (3.9) 
h= 1.n 3<2k+l<n l<b,<-.- <hzn+,<n 
where Mb1 -. h + I = Mb1 bc + I (v’ ) are functions on V depending on y ’ only. 
SubstiLting (3.9) &to (3.8) and ordering, as usual, according to the 
powers of sr ,..., s,, it is straightforward to check that we obtain a linear 
SyStemofn[~~~2k+Id2kn+I )] ordinary differential equations in the same 
number of unknown functions. Since the system is in normal form, impos- 
ing the initial condition 
M:(O) = s; and M~I”‘~+I(())=~ for k21, 
there exists a unique solution in the whole domain of Y’. Moreover, as 
$f:= c c(M: 
<‘= 1.n 
it follows that det(Mi) satisfies 
d det(Mt) = (tr(cct)) det(Mt) 
w  
so that det(Mi) > 0 on V. Since 
-?I “‘Z, =det(@)s, . ..s., 
it follows that (z,,..., z,,) are algebraically independent and therefore con- 
stitute an odd coordinate system. m 
hV7 h? l-7 
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Proof of Theorem 2. In view of the corollary of Lemma 2 and 
Lemma 3, 
in the coordinate system (y’,..., y”; z ,,..., z,). 1 
In order to state an extension of the Friibenius theorem to a graded 
manifold (M, A), we have to make some preliminary remarks. 
DEFINITION. A regular graded distribution E of rank p on (M, A) is a 
sheaf U -+ E(U) of A( U)-modules such that each E(U) is a locally free sub- 
module of Der A(U) of dimension p d m + n. 
This definition needs some additional restrictions if we want to recover a 
close analogue of the Friibenius theorem. Let E be the sheaf of 
P( U)-modules of the sections of the graded tangent bundle 
T(M, A) = T(M) @ T(M, A), obtained by projecting the sheaf E by means 
of the map 5 + f: Der A( U) + Der(A(U), P(U)). E is a distribution of 
subspaces E(x) = E,(x) + E,(x) E T,(M, A) whose rank, generally not con- 
stant, is p”(x) + p,(x) < p, with p,(x) = dim E;(x), i = 0, 1. 
DEFINITION. The regular distribution E of rank p is called O-regular if 
p,(x) = p for any x E M. 
Remark. The above definition amounts to saying that E is locally 
generated by p elements t, E (Der A(U)), such that in the expansion (2.6) 
the condition Ci= ,.n [J(X)]’ > 0 is satisfied for each tj. 
DEFINITION. The distribution E is involutive if for any 5, q E E the 
graded bracket [t, q] is again in E. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a O-regular involutive distribution of rank p on 
(M, A). Then for any x E M there is a neighborhood V and an adapted coor- 
dinate system (y’,..., y”; zl,..., z,,) such that E(V) is generated bJ1 
(WY'),..., (WYP). 
ProoJ: As in the case of the Frobenius theorem [3] the proof is given 
by induction on p, the main difference being that at each step the 
appropriate function factor and odd generators must be recomputed. 
By Theorem 2 the statement is true for p = 1. Let us assume the 
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statement true for p- 1 and let t,,..., 5, E (Der A(U)), be a set of 
generators of E(U) in a neighborhood U of x,,. By assumption we have 
Considering a suitable restriction, if necessary, we may suppose that U 
admits a set of coordinates (xl,..., x”; s, ,..., s,) such that, identifying x1 with 
Zi, we have xI’(x,,) = 0 and 
Therefore 
z, = (a/ax’). 
Without losing in generality we may also suppose that U has been 
chosen to be foliated by the integral curves of r,. 
Let 
‘?I =<I 
?i=5i-(t,x’)51, i=2 >..., p. 
The derivations q, ,...,qP generate E(U). Moreover 
‘liX’ = 0 
for i, j = 2 ,..., p. Hence, if 
s= {XE u 1 x1(x)=0) 
q2,..., qP define a set of derivations t2,..., i, on the graded manifold (S, B) 
with 
E(S) = C”(S)@ D 
where D is the exterior algebra generated by So,..., s,. Notice that we have a 
projection of A(U) = CE( U) @ D on E(S) obtained by setting x’ = 0. Thus 
(S, B) is a graded submanifold of (U, A) with dimension (m - 1, n). As the 
derivations t2,..., [, generate a distribution F(S) which clearly satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem, the induction assumption may be applied, 
yielding a coordinate system (X2,..., 2”. - , s1 ,..., F,), on an open subset S, G S, 
such that F(S,) is generated by (a/&’ ),..., (8/8Xp). 
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Let now V be the open subset of U covered by the integral curves of z, 
passing through S,. On V we may define a set (y’,..., y”) of even coor- 
dinates 
y&X 
y’ = X’( x* ,...) xrn). 
From the proof of Lemma 3 it is immediately deduced that on V we can 
find a set of odd coordinates (zi,..., zn) that projects onto (Si,..., S,) of B(S,) 
and is invariant for v, = r, . Indeed it is sufficient to impose the appropriate 
initial conditions on S, to the matrices M, bl’..b2k+l in the expansion (3.9). In 
the coordinate system ( y ’ ,..., ym; z1 ,..., z,) the derivation vi is then given by 
so that 
‘I, y’=O, 
VIZ, =o, 
TO prove that (~/~y’),..., (alay* 
that 
j = 2,..., m 
a = l,..., n. 
) generate E( V .) it is sufficient to show 
rl,Y ) 
p+r=o j= 2 ,..., p; r = l,..., m-p 
Vjza = O, j = 2 ,..., p; a = l,..., n. 
But 
$ (rl,Y P+r)=y]l(~jYP+r)= Crll, V,lYp+‘= C f:j(V/rYP+r)(3.10) 
k=Z.P 
where .ff, E A ( I’). Expanding (3.10) in the powers of the odd generators we 
get a linear homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations for the 
coefficients of the expansion of qj y pfr. As qj yp+’ = 0 for y’ = 0, we readily 
conclude 
rl,Y *+r,o on A(V). 
In the same way we find that q,zu = 0 and the theorem is proved. 1 
APPENDIX 
Let us show by an easy example that in general no r-invariant function 
factor can be found in a neighborhood of a point x0 E A4 where z(x,) = 0. 
Let (R, A) be a graded manifold in which 
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and let 
r = tx2 + s1 s2) a/ax 
where sr, s2 are a basis of I&!‘. Let us look for an invariant function factor 
generated by 
y=x+h(x)s,s2. 
Notice that no generality is lost by the fact that j = 2, since both j and 2 
must be coordinates on R. The system (3.6) reduces to the equation 
x2/z’ - 2xh = - 1 
whose solution in x # 0 is 
h(x) = (3x) ’ + cx’ 
C being the integration constant. Therefore if an invariant function factor 
was defined in a neighborhood of x=0, it should coincide with that 
generated by 
v=x+ ((3.x)‘+c.x’js,s, 
for any ,Y # 0, which is clearly impossible. 
However, it may occur that for some derivation 5 an invariant function 
factor can be defined also in a neighborhood of a point XE M with 
r(,x,) = 0. For instancejf on (R, A) we consider 
we obtain 
h(x) = cx + 1 
which is defined in the whole R. 
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